Automotive trouble shooting guide
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Vehicle. Integration Partner. Home Â» Troubleshooting. Does your mechanic constantly replace
the wrong parts and you just pay whatever he says? In this guide, I will explain how you can do
much of the troubleshooting yourself with some cheap tools you may have at home. In almost
every troubleshooting session I do, which is related to an electrical or motor part, I start the
troubleshooting by reading the DTC error code memory. When one of the ECUs sees a problem,
it stores the fault directly in the error code memory. So you should always start by reading the
errors. The error codes are stored in the memory for a very long time and every time you start
your car. A lot depends on what type of car and ECU it is, but most cars will try the problem
about times. If the ECU sees the problem once between the cycles, it starts over again, so you
have a really good chance of seeing the error code if you use a diagnostic tool. Many garages
use very expensive diagnostic tools and therefore you have to pay a lot of money even if the
fault memory search only takes 10 minutes. But in many cases, these expensive diagnostic
tools are not necessary. If you want to read the memory in the engine control unit , a cheap tool
will work almost as well. The cheap tools might find it a bit more difficult to search for all other
ECUs, but in some cars, the cheap tools can do the same job. Always read the description of the
product to see which cars it works on before you buy it. If you are considering buying a
diagnostic tool to have at home, there are a lot of different tools available. You get a really good
tool for a small amount of money. It can read and erase the DTC memory of most vehicles on
the market. If you get an error code from the memory, you can read the error code number etc.
Check out if you can find your trouble code here: Generic DTC codes. The next step is to find as
much information as possible about the problem. You need to research and get the right
information. What exactly does the error code tell us? What are the possible causes and what
are the reasons that the ECU would store this error code? You can never get too much
information about the error code. Many people and even mechanics only read the first words of
the error code and then go to the workshop as soon as possible and order the part they think.
This can cost you a lot of unnecessary money, and just by looking for more information, you
could use that money for something nicer. Searching for information on the Internet is free and
can be done by anyone. I will show you a good example of what I am talking about. No, these
error codes are completely different from each other. The first error code says that the camshaft
position is wrong; it could be a faulty camshaft position sensor , but the probability is very
small. You probably have a problem with the camshaft alignment or the timing belt. What do you
think will happen if you replace the camshaft position sensor and continue driving after that?
Yes, if it is a problem with the timing belt, not only are you wasting your money on a new
sensor, you may even destroy your entire engine. The other code tells us that there is an
electrical problem with the sensor or the wiring to the sensor. This is why it is so important to
find the right information and see what the error code says; it could save you a lot of money and
time-consuming work. Send us a question and write down the error code number you get, etc. P
and write the car model and engine. Many of the problems with cars are general problems.
Since engine models are built the same, you are probably not the first person with the same
problem. Finding cases where the problem has been solved before could save you a lot of time
and money. You may not always find exactly the same case, but if you find similar cases, you
might at least get an indication of where to start troubleshooting. You can either search the
internet or check our database to see if we have ever had similar cases answered before. In
some cases, you may not find other similar cases, and then you have to figure out how to figure

things out for yourself. I will explain how to do that in the next step. Just guessing could be
expensive, and it costs nothing to do a good search. Again, before you pick up your multimeter
and start just measuring parts, you need to know how the parts work and what test results you
should have. If you have a part that you suspect, you need to find information about that part.
Find information about measuring it or test it to make sure you have found the faulty part.
Sometimes it can be very difficult to get accurate readings when troubleshooting. Finding good
information that you can trust can be difficult. But we are lucky to have internet, and there are
many sites that offer the original repair manuals for free. Just find out the engine code for your
engine and car model and search for this and the repair service manual and you will get many
hits. Repair manuals often contain a lot of good information on how to measure or test the parts
and what they should be like if they are OK. It can be a bit difficult to find the information you
are looking for, but once you have learned how they work, it will not be a problem. Troubleshoot
any parts that you think might be faulty several times to get a result you can trust, and once you
have found it, look for the part number you are looking for to get the right parts. If you are
looking for cheap parts for your car, I can recommend that you look on eBay. There you can find
a lot of both new and used parts at a good price. You can look again in your repair service
manual to make sure that you do a proper and good job when replacing parts. This will greatly
facilitate the entire troubleshooting process. Once you have replaced or repaired the correct
part, it is time to take a test drive to make sure the problem has disappeared. First, before you
take your vehicle for a test drive. Clearing the fault memory after you have made a repair is
always a good idea, both for you and perhaps for the next owner, because I told you that fault
codes can be stored in the memory for a long time. Make sure you clear the error code memory
before taking a very long test drive. Try out all possible scenarios on the road where the fault
could occur, such as many different speeds and extreme situations. I recommend that you drive
a few miles, park the car at the side of the road and switch it off, remove the key and start the
car again. The ECUs work cyclically and some error codes are not registered until they detect
the problem in 5 to 10 cycles. Therefore, it can sometimes happen that a very long test drive
does not allow the error to occur. If you have tested the car in many cycles and you think the
problem is OK, then it is time to check all the error memories again to make sure it is clean. If it
is clean, then you have been successful with the troubleshooting and probably saved a lot of
money! I hope you have learned something in this guide and that your troubleshooting was
successful. Now you can go to your workshop and tell them how to do a proper
troubleshooting! But at least I hope that you will save a lot of money by doing the
troubleshooting yourself at home. If you have any questions or need further help with
troubleshooting , you can contact us here on this page to ask your questions. I would really
appreciate it! I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and
troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web
while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. How To
Troubleshoot Car Problems 1. Read the DTC trouble code memory. Find information about the
trouble code. Find similar cases. Repair the problem and try it out. You Might Love These Too:.
Search This Site. Fixing electrical problems is a skill that every car owner must possess. You
need not run to the mechanic for minor issues. It is a simple and straightforward job. Go
through this quick primer on solving electrical problems in your automobile, to get an overview
of the procedure. The average life of any automobile battery is three to seven years. It makes
sense to replace it after 4 years of service, to maintain optimum efficiency. The circuit serves as
the control and powering mechanism for all its working systems. Using a voltmeter and by
checking for continuity, you can solve most of the problems. Almost every system in a car
needs an impetus through the current supplied by the battery, making it the prime mover of
sorts. Ergo, any problem with the power system can be traced to the battery, alternator, or its
connecting mechanism. Would you like to write for us? Well, we're looking for good writers who
want to spread the word. Get in touch with us and we'll talk Therefore, experiencing an electric
shock is an unlikely scenario unless you are tampering with the ignition assembly or the battery
system of a hybrid car. Refer circuit diagram of the electric assembly before disconnecting any
wires or making new connections. Check and keep track of the colors of the wires and keep in
mind, which one goes where. Disconnect the battery when replacing or removing any electrical
components. This eliminates the risk of any components being inadvertently shorted and the
PCM Power train Control Module getting damaged. The diagnostic tools needed for
troubleshooting are an ohmmeter to measure resistance and a voltmeter with attached leads or
a multimeter that serves both these functions , besides a discerning intellect. Voltage is directly
proportional to current, for a solid conductor and the proportionality constant is the resistance
of the circuit. Remember that every device needs electric power for its functioning and there is a
minimum threshold voltage, that is absolutely necessary for its operation. Ergo, the diagnostic

method is simply measuring the voltages at various load points of the car. Load points are
contact points, where power is supplied to a load, which could be the car light bulb, the
windshield wiper, the ignition assembly, or any other working car part, which has problems.
Therefore, if the voltage levels at any of these points are abnormal, it is definitely indicative of
an underlying problem. In some cases, the culprits might also be some burned out components.
The first place to check for electrical problems is the car battery. If the battery itself is not
providing the required output voltage, then every component associated with it, has issues. So
to check the battery output first, disconnect it from the car connections. The PCM may get reset
and lose its programmed settings, when the battery power is disconnected. So attach a 9 V
battery to the PCM, to avoid this. Then, measure the voltages between the output leads of the
battery. If the voltage reading is equal to or in excess of If the voltage is around If it is less than
If the battery happens to be older than four years, it is best to get it replaced, as it might already
have crossed its peak-functioning lifespan. If the battery voltage levels are fine, the problem
might be with the alternator. To check whether this is indeed the case, arm yourself with a
voltmeter and connect its leads to the alternator output terminals. Now start the car and make
raise the RPM levels of the engine. Observe the alternator voltage output reading. It should be in
the range of 13 V to more than 14 V. If the engine is functioning around RPM or more, the
alternator is fine. However, if the voltage level has plunged well below 13 V, it is most likely that
the alternator has a problem. Get the device checked for a loose belt or any other kind of
mechanical malfunctioning, that it may have suffered. It is best to get it replaced, to be on the
safer side. Next, reconnect the battery and check the voltage at load points of the devices,
which are not working properly. If the voltage is zero or very low at a particular point, there are
many possible case scenarios. One possibility is that the fuse that protects the device has
burned out or secondly, the relay that switches power to that part has stopped working. Check
and replace these, if you find them to be faulty. Next, check the grounding at that point. The car
circuitry is grounded in its metal body itself. If the grounding is at fault, current conduction is
not possible. If that is the problem, then fix it by grounding the terminal from that point. If the
fuses are in place, grounding is sound, and the relays are working properly, then a third reason
for the low or zero voltage could be corroded wires or wires with discontinuities. Checking for
corroded wires can be done by checking the voltage drop across them. If the voltage difference
between two connected points of the wire shows a voltage drop of more than 0. You must
replace it. The method for checking continuity is to measure the resistance between the points,
connected by the wire, using an ohmmeter. If neither the fuses, relays, or wires show a problem
and the devices are not working, then you can safely conclude that there is problem with the
end device. Water exposure of an electric circuit can lead to such shorting of devices. Water
seepage into windshield wiper circuitry or other circuitry is common during the rainy season.
Studying the wiring diagram carefully will help you figure out complex electrical issues.
Changing, replacing components, and engaging in full-scale car repair could be a job, best left
to a mechanic but understanding and diagnosing the problem on your own, is easily possible.
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Troubleshooting Common Car Electrical Problems Fixing electrical problems is a skill that every
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Maintenance and Recharging we discuss how your system works and give you advice on
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on diagnosis and repairs for your cars AC system. The following auto AC troubleshooting guide
, tips and worksheet will help to save you time and money once you schedule your AC check.
There are many possible reasons for this but the most common in newer cars is simply a low
Freon level. In which case, a relatively simple and affordable system recharge will solve the
problem. There are however other instances where the problem may be due to any of one or
more different functions or parts malfunctioning. The AC canister could also be defective, etc. A
quick look at a typical modern auto AC compressor shown above shows the many different
elements that must be connected in order for the compressor to do its job. Hoses must be
connected and tightened properly, the belt has its own specific location to turn the unit, and
various connectors for the AC recharge to function. Any one of these exhibiting a faulty
connection or improper fitting could cause the unit to malfunction. All Car Specialists use the
most modern technology available that help save you money and speed up your repair by
locating the exact problem as quickly as possible so the repair can be performed in as short as
time as possible, getting you in and out without needless guess work. This check can be
performed with the engine running and your AC turned on to maximum by raising the hood on
your auto and doing a visual and audio observation. But a warning â€” for safety, do not reach
inside of the engine compartment at any time or touch any moving parts or get clothing near
moving parts. The clutch is usually in the front part of the AC and should kick on and off at
various times while the AC is on. The clutch should not be engaged when the AC is turned off.
One major potential problem that could be visually obvious right off is in the case of a frozen
clutch-pulley and you her a squeal or see signs of smoke or unusual heat coming from the front
of the AC as the belt tries to spin the clutch. If the clutch is frozen you should immediately turn
off the AC and restart your engine. If the serpentine belt that is connected to the AC that spins
the pulley is still frozen then immediately shut off your engine and call All Car Specialists right
away. Any attempts to drive your auto under those circumstances could cause severe damage
to the engine, as if the belt breaks due to heat and friction of the frozen AC then none of your
other components that rely on the belt would continue to function and that could be costly. If
you have any questions at all, you can always give us a call or come by our shop. Winter
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